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• There have been many important and interesting insights provided by
the gauge/gravity duality and in particular by the canonical example of
N=4 SYM/AdS5 x S5  type IIB string theory.

• Notably, integrability in the planar limit has resulted in exact, all-order
in ‘t Hooft coupling, results. In particular the matching of the spectrum

     for infinite length strings/operators with infinite charges to all orders in
coupling.

• Spectrum of both theories described (for states/operators of large
charge) by asymptotic Bethe ansatz. There has been recent progress in
going beyond asymptotic limit and it might be actually possible to
prove the duality in this limit.

• It interesting to see whether similar results might hold for other
theories with perhaps less supersymmetry as a step toward more
realistic theories.

Motivations



AdS5 £ S5  Geometry

• Ten dimensional curved space: five non-compact with a four dimensional boundary, five
compact dimensions.

• Consistent solution to type IIB superstring theory (leading order is usual Einstein gravity)
with non-trivial flux of a tensor field which supports curvature.

• Bosonic isometry group,  SO(4,2) £ SO(6), combines with the supersymmetries into the
supergroup PSU(2,2|4). Act on the boundary like superconformal transformations.

• String action (~ area swept out by the string):
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Radius of both pieces is R.
There is also string
coupling which we take
gs !  0.

World-sheet coupling Spacetime metric: complicated
non-linear couplings.

Spacetime fields



• Field content:  gauge field Aµ, six scalars ÁI, four fermions Âa & c.c.
All fields are N £ N adjoint SU(N) matrices.

• N=4 SYM is superconformal invariant:

• Dynamics are quite different than QCD - remains scale invariant even quantum
mechanically i.e. ¯ -function is zero. Symmetries determine much of the theory e.g.
correlation functions of certain operators.

• Gauge invariant operators are renormalized and in particular have anomalous
dimensions which are basic data for a field theory

• Can be calculated in perturbation theory

The “Hydrogen Atom” of gauge theories

Lorentz+scale transformations+special conformal transformation, SO(2,4),
+ “R-symmetries” e.g. rotates scalars into each other,  SO(6),
+ supersymmetries (and 16 fermionic conformal transformations)

Symmetry
Group

PSU(2,2|4)



Gauge/Gravity Duality
• The duality relates the parameters:

• The energy of quantum strings is equivalent to the dimensions of SYM operators

• The duality relates strong & weak coupling and so is hard to test/prove

• There is also a conjectured dictionary between arbitrary correlation functions
(complete set of observables). One can evaluate the gravity partition function as a
function of boundary values of the bulk fields. Conjecture states that this is related
to boundary correlation functions as (GKP, Witten)



The N=4 SYM Spin Chain
• At weak coupling planar U(N) gauge theory can be described by a spin chain. In particular the

eigenvalue problem for the dilatation operator is related to that of a spin chain Hamiltonian

• E.g. one-loop su(2) subsector is just the Heisenberg spin chain

• At higher loops the Hamiltonian is long range with the range of interactions being the same as the
loop order and, to all orders calculated, the spin chain is integrable.

• Integrable: There exist an infinite number of commuting charges, the spectrum is highly
degenerate, there are no genuine three body interactions.

• Define vacuum state:                                          ,  consider infinitely long and asymptotic
states.

• The algebra which preserves the number of excitations is su(2|2)^2.
• However it is necessary to extend the algebra to include two additional central charges which

vanish on physical states.
• To include the effects of interactions between excitations we use the  S-matrix which

describes two particle permutations



Spin Chain S-matrix
• The requirement that the S-matrix commutes with (centrally extended) symmetry algebra

fixes all coefficients up to a single overall factor

• In this a key step is using                                           this is the source of the coproduct for the
gauge theort.



• Using only the symmetry algebra one can find the single excitation energy up
to a arbitrary function of the coupling

• Assuming all-loop integrability the spectrum of long operators can be found
from asymptotic Bethe equations

Partly lattice/ partly
relativistic

Overall
phase

Local conserved 
charges



Giant Magnons
• String solitons: What is the string dual of the single excitation?

How can we reproduce “sine” behaviour from cont. world-sheet
theory?  Can we find magnon S-matrix?

• Hofman/Maldacena found classical string solution dual to magnon
with

• Opening angle related to magnon momentum.
• From two magnon solution can calculate classical
  scattering phase.
• In light-cone gauge pw.s.= p, can calculate charges.
• World sheet has infinite extent, E & J separately
infinite.
• Finite size version found by AFZ.



• Via Pohlmeyer reduction the string e.o.m.‘s are equivalent
to s-G theory

• Solitonic solutions of s-G theory in infinite volume
Kink

Kink scattering

• In finite volume the analogue of the kink solution is the one-
phase solution the “Kink-train”

Corresponds to 
magnon-magnon
scattering

Corresponds to single 
magnon

Decompactification
as m→ 1

For this parameter regime it corresponds to AFZ
magnon but for m>1 corresponds to so called
helical string.



• Two phase solutions of the Lamb ansatz form

• Three types - fluxon, breather and plasmon
  E.g. Fluxon

• Corresponds to solutions in 
   c.o.m. frame
• Involves elliptic functions
• Algebraic curve has extra 
  symmetries

Elliptic 
moduli

Decompactification mσ →1,
L,T→∞.



Overview
• One very useful method for studying the N=4/AdS5 duality was to

consider semi-classical strings. We repeat some of those calculations
in a new context.

• We consider the spinning folded string in the AdS4 x CP3 geometry.
These strings are interesting for a multitude of reasons - their energy
gives the cusp anomalous dim., they are related to IR behaviour of
scattering amplitudes at strong coupling, .... . We calculate the one-
loop large λ correction to the string energy which can be compared to
the prediction from the  recently conjectured all order Bethe ansatz.
Based on 0807.3965[hep-th] with R. Roiban.  This lead to some
controversy so ...

• We further study circular spinning strings in the same geometry. These
strings make for a very clean comparison with the Bethe ansatz -
similar fields are excited as for the folded string but coefficients in
string calculation are more directly related to BA description.  Based
on 0809.4038[hep-th] with R. Roiban, A . Tseytlin



Conjectured to be dual to N=6 susy 3-dim Chern-Simons matter
theory with level k. ABJM
Describes the low energy limit of  N M2-branes on R1,2 x C4/Zk
whose near horizon limit is AdS4 x S7/Zk.

Writing S7 as an S1 fibered over CP3 the action of the quotient is
simply to reduce the radius of the S1. We consider the
compactification with k and N large but N/k fixed.

Originates from S7 as 
S1 fibered over CP3 

From spin connection
of AdS4 x S7; J Kähler form



Explicit expressions after compactification:

This form of the metric
can be found by
iteratively embedding
CPn-1 in CPn. eg Hoxha
et al



•  SU(N) x SU(N) gauge theory with levels (kcs,-kcs). Effective low-energy action for
multiple M2-branes near Zk orbifold.
• Contains four complex scalars YA, transforming in bi-fundamental rep. of the gauge
group, and as 4 of SU(4) (plus conjugates).
• N=6 susy plus  conformal+SU(4) R-charge  combine to give supergroup OSp(6|4).
• Can form scalar gauge invariant operators such as chiral primary

or

• Composite operators are renormalized and have anomalous dimensions. Finding the
spectrum of the dilation operator can be mapped to the problem of diagonalising spin
chain Hamiltonian.
•

N=6 3-d super-conformal Chern-Simons matter theory

Protected has zero anom. dim. D=J.
J(Y1)=1/2,  J(Y2)=0, J(Y3)=0, J(Y4)=-1/2.
Spin chain ground state.



•  Spin chain in N=6 CS has sites in conjugate representations of SU(4) - alternating spin-
chain.
• For states of the type             one of the scalars is essentially
an observer and at leading order (two-loop) the dilatation operator is the Heisenberg spin
chain hamiltonian.

• Using the symmetry algebra alone one can determine the single magnon dispersion
relation (to all orders up to an undetermined function of the coupling).

• To include the effects of interactions between states we use the  S-matrix which describes
two particle permutations

• The Bethe equations for are then simply the boundary conditions on eigenfunctions for the
integrable spin chain Hamiltonian.

N=6 3-d super-conformal Chern-Simons Matter theory

What is S? Can it be
determined by symmetries?
Crossing relations?



• The string action in this background is (bosonic piece)

• Quantization of string theory in this background is, as in usual curved
spaces, difficult and is only tractable in                  ∞   limit.
• Can describe the target space as a (super)-coset which allows for a
simple (relatively speaking) description of the action including the
fermions however we will not use this method.
• Just like for sigma models on coset spaces this action is classically
integrable (it has an infinite number of (non-local) worldsheet conserved
currents) which gives us hope that it might be solvable.

Strings in AdS4 x P3



One can consider a semi-classical expansion about such solutions. 
The expansion is organised as:

Charge Densities

We are additionally interested in the limit: Solution is particularly 
simple in this limit - 
becomes homogeneous
in worldsheet coordinates.

, fixed.



Bosonic Fluctuations

Analysis of bosonic fluctuations is almost identical to F&T, FTT

We can simply use previously known 
results to find the spectrum of
fluctuations. 

AdS4

CP3

Simple case of J=0 - Full SO(6)
preserved. c.f. AMII - interpret
six massless CP fluctuations as
Goldstone bosons which should
remain massless to all orders in
perturbation theory. Two
massless modes cancel against
ghosts.

4 κ2

2 κ2

0 x 2

0 x 6

m2

m2

∑ m2 = 6 κ2



Fermionic Action and Frequencies

coset and corresponding to partially kappa-gauge fixed actions
have been constructed, and successfully used for this calculation.
• Also pure spinor action.
• Alternatively one can start with 11-dim membrane action deWit et
al and doubly dimensionally reduce Duff et al.
Actually only need quadratic-in-fermions piece - generic form Cvetic et al

• Complete, covariant all-order fermionic action is not known for this background.

• Actions based on
[Arutyunov&Frolov]
 [Stefanski]
[Alday,Arutyunov
Bykov],
 [Krishnan]
[Fre’ & Grassi.]



Fermionic Action and Frequencies

After kappa gauge fixing action is 

and the mass matrix has eigenvalues

m2 0 x 2
κ2 x 6

Makes sense from symmetries. Susy’s
form a                             of                            .
- Note two “light” fermions



The one-loop correction to the string energies is given by 

with 

Two cases:
so Sum of Fluctuation freq. 

In the scaling limit κ >> 1 the worldsheet is infinitely long and the momenta are 
continuous. Thus to O(κ) the sum can be replaced by an integral. 

a)

Imposing a cutoff and performing the integrals one finds that the quadratic and
logarithmic divergences cancel. The finite piece is given by



Comparison with all-order Comparison with all-order Bethe ansatzBethe ansatz
An all-loop conjecture for the string/gauge spectrum in the planar limit has been made. Very
similar to N=4 SYM case - again the su(2|2) ⊂ OSp(6|4) symmetries constrain
the tensor structure of  S-matrix and the form of magnon dispersion relation,

One important difference is that h(λ) is not simply               as in N=4 SYM but has
different behaviour at weak and strong coupling

It was conjectured that up to this function the dressing phase factors are the same 
in N=6 CS as in N=4 SYM. Given this simple relation it is easy to obtain 
predictions for anomalous dimensions of various operators. 

Gromov & Vieira



All-loop Bethe equations for sl(2) sector
(scalars and derivatives (+fermions))

Same as N=4/AdS5 version except for

• Length of spin chain is 2J not J.

• Minus sign on r.h.s.

•                replaced by

• Extra factor of two in cyclicity/momentum condition

“Dressing” phase
- conjectured to have the same
expansion in coupling as in N=4 SYM

Cyclicity
condition



Comparison with all-order Comparison with all-order Bethe ansatzBethe ansatz
G&V identified a solution in the SL(2) sector 
that corresponds to the spinning folded string. Their prediction for the universal
scaling function is 

The O(1) piece of the h function is fixed by the one-loop correction to the magnon
dispersion relation and by general considerations from the spectral curve analysis.

which obviously does not match the explicit calculation. We can extend 
this comparison to the generalised scaling function 

G&V conjecture Additional term found 
in explicit calculation.

Result to 
one-loop: 



Circular  StringCircular  String
Given the mismatch it is useful to consider other solutions to see if similar
behaviour occurs. We consider the circular rotating string - lies in the same 
sector as folded string i.e. it excites the same fields  

Again very similar to
AdS5 case FPT, PTT

Useful limit

Classical energy

Same as AdS5 if we 
replace  

VirasoroVirasoro



One-loop correction to circular string energy
Sum of modes

Zero mode

Sum over flavors, bosonic
and fermionic

Difficult to evaluate exactly, consider large J limit, large S and fixed u. One can
split the sum over modes into two contributions

Individual regions have singular contributions which are
captured by regular contributions in opposite region.



• Sum is divergent even at lowest order - this is different than AdS5 case which is
regular at this order. This divergence corresponds to a contribution to the integral at
this order

where one can see               . We can perform this integral
and evaluate the contribution to the energy (to order 1/J5):



One can combine this “odd” one-loop contribution with the classical energy and
write both as

where we have introduced the function

Given the similarity of the G&V conjecture with the AdS5 case it is worthwhile
to relate this answer with the analogous result:

Different than
alg. curve result



Folded String Recalled

Let us return to the folded string:
E→2E
S→2S
J→2J
  →

Take AdS5 x S5 answer

so 

⇒

where we use our definition of the h function and recover what we had before;
same holds for generalised scaling function. Thus we find that the natural
worldsheet regularization scheme predicts a non-trivial one-loop contribution to
the h function and with this included we match the all-loop conjecture of G&V.

This is G&V result; 
follows from BA



Why did previous calculations find different results for h(λ)?

The string sigma model should be finite, however intermediate steps
involve infinite sums which must be regularized. This can lead to finite
differences e.g. finite renormalisations of the coupling constant. Of course
physical quantities must agree - one method is to remove the coupling
dependence by writing all anomalous dimensions in terms of some
reference,say, the cusp anomalous dimension.

Previous calculations that claimed the one-loop contribution to h was zero used
a regularisation scheme natural to the algebraic curve method but which seems
peculiar from worldsheet perspective - it involves taking different cutoffs 
for different flavour frequencies.

Bethe ansatz involves no infinite sums, in some sense it is already regularised. Is 
this regularisation within the “acceptable” class that, for example, preserves all 
required symmetries? 



Return to the Circular String 

We considered the one-loop circular string “odd” piece - this corresponds to the
contribution from the one-loop part of the dressing phase. We find that after replacing
 √λ with 4πh(λ) (and identifying the parameters appropriately, S→2S etc) we find the 
same answer as N=4/AdS5 case. This matches the G&V conjecture that the dressing 
phase is the same. Now let us turn to the “even” pieces of the answer:

Is this similarly related to the AdS5 answer:

Similar? yes. The same? No One (perhaps relevant observation): AdS4 answer
is the same as the AdS5 answer truncated to 
a sum over only odd integers.

G&V conjecture seems to imply that the
even terms should have the same form as
AdS5 case (mod overall factors of two).
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Outlook
• AdS4 x P3/ N=6 CS possibly a second example of integrable gauge/gravity duality.

• Have found that the predictions of the all-order Bethe Ansatz and the worldsheet can be
matched in general terms. In particular allowing the h-function to capture the effects of
different renormalisation schemes seems to give agreement for the generalised scaling
function and indeed for the one-loop dressing phase.

• There however remain some disagreements in particular for the contributions to the
one-loop circular string energy that comes in even powers of 1/J (analytic terms or
anomaly contribution from Bethe ansatz). Currently unclear what the correct
resolution of these issues is.

• Would be useful to understand better the scheme dependence in this calculation.
Perhaps useful to consider gauge theory as a guide. Also need to perhaps understand
the predictions of BA better.

• Other directions: Other solutions. Scaling solution related to Wilson loops in AdS5
perhaps there is a similar relation here also to scattering ampl.  CP3 has worldsheet
instantons - another family of interesting string solutions?

• Higher orders: need higher-in-fermion terms in string action. Can be found from doubly
dim. reducing AdS4 x S7 membrane action. Can also analyze semiclassical spinning
membranes at one-loop.


